Genes acquire many changes and modifications during evolution producing many orthologous and paralogous. One of the main challenges for biologist is tracing back the origin of modified genes in the genomes of various organisms. Tracing genes modifications and developments from the ancestors to offsprings is however a massive task for biologists. Thus, computer programs can help biologists tracking down those changes through sequence alignment. In this paper, we present an algorithm, called Gene Tracer and based on sequence alignment, that given two ancestor sequences and their offspring one, tracks down genes modification in the ancestor sequences and finds related parts of each ancestor in the offspring one.
INTRODUCTION
During biological evolution, genes acquire many changes and modifications. One of the main challenges for biologists is tracing back the origin of modified genes in the genomes of various organisms. Some of these modifications are desirable while others are notorious. Tracing genes modifications from ancestors to offsprings is, however, a massive task which needs computer programs to help biologists tracking down those changes. In the medical field, such programs will help out in tracing mutated heritable genes responsible for heritable diseases. In this paper, we present an algorithm, called Gene Tracer and based on sequence alignment, that given two ancestor sequences and their offspring one, tracks down genes modification in the ancestor sequences and finds related parts of each ancestor sequence in the offspring one. Moreover, Gene Tracer can find precisely the location of the ancestor sequences contribution inside the offspring one and gives statistical results that express the relationship between the two ancestor sequences and their offspring one. Gene Tracer is of complexity O(max(M,N)*P) in computing time and memory space, where M and N are respectively the lengths of the two ancestor sequences and P is the one of the offspring sequence. The rest of the paper is organized as follows : In section II, we recall the three types of pairwise alignment. In section III, we present Gene Tracer algorithm. In section IV, we describe our implentation of Gene Tracer algorithm and give an example of execution. Finally, in the last section, we present our conclusion and perspectives.
PAIRWISE ALIGNMENT
A way to trace genes modifications from the ancestors to offsprings is to make a pairwise alignment between an ancestor sequence and an offspring one. There are three types of pairwise alignments : local, global and semi-global.
Pairwise Local Alignment
A pairwise local alignment involves the alignment of portions of two sequences. For distantly related sequences the suitable alignment method to compare is local alignment [1] .A Dynamic programming ( DP ) algorithm called Smith and Waterman [2] was proposed for pairwise local alignment .The equation used for calculation of the scoring matrix is the following: (1) where i+2 <x ≤m and j+2<y≤n, se is the score between the character at position i in S 1 and the one at position j in S 2 , S 1 is sequence 1 and S 2 is sequence 2 and P is a gap penalty. With m and n are respectively the lengths of the sequences S 1 and S 2 to align [10] .Time complexity of the algorithm of Smith and Waterman is O(m*n).
Pairwise Global Alignment
A pairwise global alignment involves the alignment of entire two sequences. For closely related sequences the suitable alignment method to compare is global alignment . A Dynamic programming ( DP ) algorithm called Needleman and Wunsch [3] [4] was proposed for pairwise global alignment . Pairwise local alignment is differ from Needleman and Wunsch that in local alignment any cell of calculation matrix M can be assumed as starting point for calculation of score and also any score become lower than zero stops calculation of score for that cell and reinitialize cell score to zero and considered as new starting point . A way for aligning two sequences S 1 and S 2 , with respective lengths m and n using pairwise global alignment is performed as follow :
Scoring matrix M of size (m+1)*(n+1) is constructed and initialized using a substitution matrix, e.g., PAM (Percent Accepted Mutations) [4] , BLOSUM (BLOcks SUbstitution Matrix) [5] . For adding scores line by line starting from the left upper cell to the right lower cell using the following equation :
where x=i+1 and j<y≤n or i <x ≤m and y= j+1, and se is the score between the character at position i in S 1 and the one at position j in S 2 or incorporating gap penality the equation (2) becomes :
where i+2<x ≤m and j+2 <y≤n, and P is a gap penalty. There are several possible form for gap penalty P as shown in table 1 [1] .
Table 1 . Example of gap penalties
Where k is the number of successive gaps and a, b and c are constants.
(ii) Backtrace the scoring matrix by building path called maximum score path such as in figure 1 [1] , which give an optimal pairwise alignment , that path starting from the maximum score cell and allowing three types of possible movements:
(a) Diagonal movement: This movement corresponds to the passage from a cell (i,j) to a cell (i+1,j+1). There are other dynamic programming algorithms for pairwise global alignmentsuch as Huang and Chao [6] and NGILA [7] .
Pairwise Semi-Global Alignment
A pairwise semi-global alignment is like pairwise global alignment but neglecting start gaps, i.e. gaps that occur before the first character in a sequence, and end gaps, i.e., gaps that occur after the last character of a sequence. An overlap of two sequences is considered an alignment where start and end gaps are ignored. One used DP algorithm for pairwise semi-global alignment is the one of Sodiya et al. [5] . • Vertical step: Indicates the insertion of a gap into A, and alignment of the gap with the (j −1) symbol in B. The gap penalty is added to the value of the M[i,j-1], denoted as top. The gap penalty for this transition is dependent on the scoring system used.
• Horizontal step: Indicates the insertion of a gap into B, and alignment of the gap with the (i-1) symbol in A. The gap penalty is added to the value of M[i-1,j], denoted as left. As with the vertical step, the gap penalty for this transition is dependent on the scoring system used.
Constant gap penalty P = a Linear gap penalty
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GENE TRACER
Given three input genetic sequences A_Seq1 (ancestor 1), A_Seq2 (ancestor 2) and Off_Seq (offspring), Gene Tracer operates as follows : During the first step, it constructs a local alignment between A_Seq1 and Off_Seq, then, during the second step, it constructs another local alignment between A_Seq2 and Off_Seq. Based on the constructed local alignments, Gene Tracer can find precisely the location of the ancestor sequences contribution inside the offspring one and gives statistical results that express the relationships that exist between the two ancestor sequences and the offspring one. 
Algorithm Gene Tracer Input
Step 2 : Construction of a local alignment between A_Seq2 and Off_Seq 
IMPLEMENTATION
We have coded Gene Tracer algorithm in Perl and implemented it on a 2.27 Ghz core i3 machine running windows 7 with 4 GB of RAM. The corresponding program has a web interface and is accessible via internet on http://www.bitrides.com/bio-sat/index.php.
In what follows, we show the result obtained with the program coding Gene Tracer on the following sequences : A_Seq1:CGCCGGTCGCGGCTGCGGCCATGCA GG A_Seq2:CGCCGGTCGCGATGGCTGCGGCCATGCAGG Off_Seq:CGCCGGTCGCGGCTGCGGCCATGCA Figure 2 shows the obtained results : In the upper (resp. lower) part of this figure, matched portions between A_Seq1 (resp. A_Seq2) and Off_Seq are in red and match percentage between these sequences is also given. 
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we presented an algorithm, called Gene Tracer and based on local alignment, that, given two ancestor sequences and their offspring one, tracks down genes modification in the ancestor sequences and finds related parts of each ancestor sequence in the offspring one. Gene Tracer algorithm is of complexity O(max(M,N)*P) in computing time and memory space, where M, N and P are respectively the lengths of the first ancestor sequence, the second ancestor one and the offspring one. The program coding Gene Tracer has a web interface and is accessible via internet. The perspectives on the future developments of GeneTracer are two-fold. We intend to adopt other types:First, to adopt other types of gaps, like linear gap penalty, affine gap penalty, … etc, in the local alignment algorithm and check if this affect the accuracy of Gene Tracer. Second, to extrapolate Gene Tracer so that it can deal with many ancestors and many offsprings at the same time. This can be achieved on a GPU [8] [9] [10] to accelerate the computing time.
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